Abstract
Introduction
Motorcycles are the most favorable travel companions in India. They account for major Indian automobile market share with nearly 77% of the total vehicle sales. Society of Indian Automobile Manufacturers (SIAM) has forecast the two-wheeler segment to register a growth of 6%-8% in 2013-14 [1] . The sound patterns generated by the vehicles convey information necessary for fault diagnosis. People depend on the service station experts for the repair and maintenance of vehicles. Automated fault diagnosis systems are useful in assessing the condition of vehicles in remote places, places of scarce expertise and in service stations for preliminary analysis of the faults.
Non-speech sound signal processing is a challenging task due to lack of sound alphabet. Vehicle classification based on sound is a non-speech sound processing application that poses difficulty in terms of the analysis of the sound patterns. The main factors that affect the variations in sound are mainly the variations in speed, health condition, road condition, surrounding environment etc. The sound of a moving vehicle helps the rider to know the status of the vehicle, whereas the sound of a stationary vehicle with running engine helps the mechanic to assess its working condition.
Most of the faults leave a trace of the clue before they turn severe. If the problem is not attended in time it may lead to abrupt failure and leads to a probable accident. The problem of motorcycle fault detection is significant since it helps the rider to know the condition of the motorcycle, before the problem becomes severe. In this work, the slopes of the pseudospectral segments are used as features and ANN as classifier. The work leaves scope for further investigation of faults from various subsystems of motorcycles.
The novelty of the work lies in using the estimated pseudospectrum of the sound signals for computing the features. The reported works use time-domain, spectral and time-frequency analysis for feature extraction of acoustic signals of vehicles. But the estimated pseudospectra are unique for sound signals of healthy and faulty motorcycles. Hence the pseudospectrum is divided and analyzed in eight regions to form a slope vector of length eight. The computed slope vector is used as a feature vector input for classification. The approach is novel since there is no reported work exploiting the variations in pseudospectral curve. The work helps in traffic census of the vehicles, checking the unlawful mixture of fuel, automatic acoustic surveillance and the like.
Background
Sound signal processing techniques provide an ideal means for real time analysis of classifying the vehicles into engine fault diagnosis [2, 3, 4, and 5] , gearbox fault diagnosis [6, 7 and 8] , bike and scooter [13] . The state-of-the-art related to the proposed study is analyzed and the studied literature is organized into three components: engine fault diagnosis, gearbox fault diagnosis, and other applications.
[2] Present the fault detection system for motorcycles based on acoustic signals. The approach employs the 1D central contour moment and their invariants of wavelet subbands and DTW classifier. [3] Discuss the mechanisms of engine front noise generation and the corresponding countermeasures of a diesel engine using sound intensity method. [4] use continuous wavelet transform and ANN to develop a mechanical fault diagnosis system for a scooter engine platform. [5] Use empirical mode decomposition (EMD) and wavelet packet backpropagation neural network for engine fault diagnosis.
[6] Present a methodology for fault diagnosis of Massey Ferguson gearbox using root mean square (RMS) and power spectral density (PSD). [7] Propose a system for detection of the vibration signals of a gearbox with early fatigue tooth crack employing adaptive wavelet filter. [8] Provide an approach for the classification of the working condition of gear. The approach decomposes the vibration signals into a finite number of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs) and then establishes the autoregressive (AR) model of each IMF component and finally generates the corresponding autoregressive parameters. The work regards the autoregressive parameters and the variance of remnant is regarded as the fault characteristic vectors and uses them as input parameters of SVM classifier.
Condition monitoring application presented by [9] uses features such as magnitude of the signal, natural logarithm of the magnitude and Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC). The features are used as input to various pattern classifiers. [10] compare the fault detection alternatives for induction machines according to the information required for the diagnosis, the number and relevance of the faults that can be detected, the speed to anticipate a fault and the accuracy in the diagnosis. [11] Relate a multi-resolution wavelet analysis with a neural network for the fault analysis of industrial robots. [12] Apply wavelet analysis of accelerometric signals for detection of wheelflat faults in railway. [13] Employ simple time domain and frequency domain features as inputs for neural network model for classifying motorcycles into bikes and scooters, based on acoustic signatures. [14] Demonstrates a structure for monitoring the state of a turbocharger and supervising the air pressure in vehicle wheels. The structure involves fuzzy inference mechanism based on neural units. The approach combines both the adaptive feature of neural networks and the transparency of fuzzy systems. [15] Illustrates a denoising method based on the wavelet technique for feature sound extraction for diagnosis of machines.
Wavelet-based approaches yield better results, because of the better time-frequency resolution. IMF-AR based approach with SVM classifier for fault diagnosis of gears which results in 100% classification accuracy [7] . An approach that employs time-domain and frequency-domain features with ANN yields an accuracy of 72% while classifying the motorcycles into bikes and scooters [13] . Continuous wavelet transform (CWT) can be used for machine fault detection based on sound. The sound purified with CWT can be used to extract the feature sound from the noisy signal. The extracted feature sound can help the operators to diagnose the machine correctly, even if the machine sound has a low SNR [15] . In the similar fashion, the denoised signal aids for easier fault diagnosis of vehicles. Since the existing approaches employ different databases recorded in different environments and use denoising, it is difficult to compare the findings of our work with the reported works. Table 1 summarizes the wavelet-based works for fault diagnosis and vehicle classification. 
Legend: AC -Audio classification; ANN -Artificial neural network; CWTContinuous wavelet transform; DBn -Daubechies wavelet of the order n; DWTDiscrete wavelet transform; FD -Fault diagnosis; FFNN-feedforward neural network; FM -Fault diagnosis of vehicle; HLA -Harmonic line association; k-NN -k-Nearest neighbor classifier; MLNN -Multilayer neural network; MPP -Minimum distance approach; PCA -Principal component analysis; PNN -Probabilistic neural network; STFT -Short time Fourier Transform; VC -Vehicle classification
From the literature survey, it is evident that reasonable amount of research is reported for various applications of sound signal analysis using various techniques including wavelets. Since no work is reported on fault detection of motorcycles using pseudospectrum, the study is taken up.
The remainder of the paper is organized into 3 sections. The proposed methodology of the work is discussed in Section 3; the experimental results are discussed in Section 4. Finally, the Section 5 concludes the work.
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Proposed Methodology
The proposed methodology for fault detection of motorcycles based on sound employs the MUSIC algorithm [23] to estimate the pseudospectrum. The slopes of the first five segments of the estimated pseudospectrum are used as features. The computed features are input to the ANN classifier for classification into healthy and faulty. The overview of the proposed methodology is depicted in Figure 1 . It comprises four stages namely, sound signal acquisition, segmentation, feature extraction and classification. Each of these stages is explained in the subsections to follow.
Figure 1. Block Diagram of the Proposed Method

Recording of Sound Samples
Recording is carried out under the supervision of expert mechanic in authorized service stations. Each sound sample is recorded using Sony ICD-PX720 digital voice recorder. While recording the sound signals the motorcycle is held in idling state. The signals are recorded at sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz with 16 bit quantization.
The automotive guidelines recommend the sampling frequency of 9 kHz to 30 kHz as ideal for recording. However, this range of frequency is suitable only for recording in anechoic chamber with ideal setup. Since the objective is to work on real-world signals, the sampling frequency of 44.1 kHz is used. It helps in capturing the signals sensitive to minor variations. Other factors influencing the classification are the variations in models chosen, the age of the vehicles, maintenance of the vehicles, denoising etc. Noise produced by surrounding objects also affects the quality of the recording. So we need a clear 5 meter radius from the centre where testing takes place. Since recording is carried out in service stations, wind effects are minimized.
The recording environment has influence on the classification performance Real time recording environment is always noisy with other sound sources such as human speech, sounds of other vehicles, noise of air-compressor and equipments. No preprocessing is carried out over the sound samples acquired with the intention of processing them in the real-world environment. Figure 2 depicts the environment maintained during the recording the motorcycle sounds. The recorder is held 500 mm from the centre line of the exhaust end, and at an angle of about 45° measured from the centre line of the exhaust end. The 500 mm is critical, as an 80 mm error either way will result in around one decibel increase or decrease in sound level. The start of the engine and the throttle are controlled by the expert mechanic at the same time. 
Segmentation of Sound Signals
The acquired sound signals are segmented into samples of one-second duration each for uniformity in processing. The segment begins at the local maxima within 50 ms duration and runs for one second. The next segment begins at local maxima in the next 50 ms duration.
Feature Extraction
The features are extracted from the pseudospectral estimation of the signal. The entire pseudospectrum in the range of normalized frequencies is divided into eight regions. The slope of the spectrum in each region is computed, and results in eight-valued vector. The 
Pseudospectrum Estimation:
The pseudospectrum is calculated using estimates of the eigenvectors of a correlation matrix associated with the input data x. [S, w] = pmusic(x, p) implements the MUSIC (Multiple Signal Classification) algorithm and returns S, the estimated spectrum of the input signal x. p is the signal subspace dimension and w is a vector of normalized frequencies (in rad/sample) at which the spectrum is evaluated.
The MUSIC estimate is given by the Equation (1). 
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The spectral peaks decrease monotonically for healthy vehicles and no irregular variations are found in their spectra. But, in case of spectra of faulty motorcycles, the degraded harmonicity, non-monotonous decrease in spectral peaks and spurious peaks at higher frequencies, are observed. The overall power appears to be the same but the variations in spectrum can be observed for the normalized frequency below samples πrad / 0.45 × .
Slope of a Spectral Region:
The spectral regions are formed in the normalized frequency domain. The computed pseudospectral estimate has 129 values. The curvature that runs in the said region is considered for computing the slope. The slope of the pseudospectrum is computed over the partitioned regions. First eight regions are considered for feature calculation. 
ANN Classifier
The computed feature values for the current problem exhibit slight variations. Hence the ANN classifier is chosen. Figure 10 shows the overview of the architecture of the ANN classifier. The eight features extracted based on the slopes of the pseudospectrum, are input to the neural network with four input nodes. The two output nodes correspond to the two-bit output vector indicating the health condition of the motorcycle. The hidden layer contains ten nodes. The neural network is trained using backpropagation-learning algorithm.
Figure 10. Architecture of the ANN
If the error is within the set limits, the training goal is said to be met. In such cases if testing is carried out on the same samples used for training, the classification accuracy will be appreciable. This usually happens for smaller training sample sets. If the training is terminated before the goal is met, the classification performance suffers. This is common for larger training sets.
The neural network is trained using backpropagation-learning algorithm. During testing, the stabilized weights are reloaded and the test vector is input. The optimal number of hidden layer neurons is chosen using the criterion given in Equation (4) discussed by [21, 22] :
where, n=number of hidden layer neurons, C=constant yielding optimal performance, d=number of features, and N=number of rows in the training sample matrix.
Validation set is used to design the ANN for optimal performance. The ANN exhibits optimal performance for minimum mean squared error (MSE). The MSE is plotted for varying number of hidden neurons from 3 to 15. The sample sets with 70% of the samples used for training, 15% for validation and 15% for testing are used for computing the MSE. Figure 11 shows the validation MSE is used to decide the number of nodes in the hidden layer. Since the minimum MSE is observed when 10 nodes are used in the hidden layer, the hidden layer of the designed ANN contains 10 nodes. 
Results and Discussion
Motorcycles of four popular Indian brands, namely Hero Honda (presently known as Hero Motocorp), Honda motors, TVS motors, and Bajaj motors Ltd., are considered. The database of motorcycle sound samples contains a total of 500 samples which includes 250 samples of healthy motorcycles and 250 samples of faulty motorcycles. The database is divided into three subsets: training, validation and testing with randomly chosen samples. Table 2 shows the results of classification for various combinations of training, validation and testing sets with ANN classifier. The classification accuracies are nearly 100% for the used feature sets. The classification performance decreases with increase in the size of feature set. The performance of the built neural network is analyzed for different combinations of training, validation and testing sets.
Table 2: Results of classification for ANN classifier
The minimum classification accuracies are 98% for faulty samples when the database has 50 samples of healthy and 50 samples of faulty. The classification accuracy degrades with increase in number of samples in the database. Finally, a database with 500 samples (250 samples of healthy and 250 samples of faulty) yields 68.4 % and 82.8 % respectively for healthy and faulty motorcycles. Further, the partitioning of dataset into training, validation and testing sets has affects the classification accuracy. The classification performance depends on the size of the data sets and hence the results are summarized in Table 4 . The average classification accuracy is over 97% for the databases of size N=100 to N=200 Hence the approach is reliable for a service station, where around 150 vehicles are serviced a day.
The samples recorded in real-world environments have an SNR of about 4.9. The experiment is extended for signals with different SNRs. Signals with SNR ranging from 0 dB to 10 dB, are used for training and testing. The results of testing with different SNR are summarized in Table 5 . Training and testing are carried out over the signals with the same SNR values. 
Conclusion
The work classifies the motorcycles into healthy and faulty based on the slopes of the estimated pseudospectral regions. The samples are drawn from sound signals of healthy and faulty motorcycles of different makes and models. The results are consistent, with average classification accuracy over 78.66 % in case of healthy and 89.15 % in case of faulty motorcycles. Since it requires considerable amount of time for estimating the pseudospectrum and training the ANN, the method is not suitable for on-ride fault diagnosis. The work finds many applications including fault diagnosis of machines, musical instruments and diagnosing human diseases based on the sound. 10 
